WORK IT! CAREERS IN BUSINESS & CONSULTING

Utilize your knowledge and skills to build a career within the various fields of business and consulting.

Meet UCLA Humanities alumni who work in the areas of business and consulting. Panelists will share their experiences and answer questions about how they were able to leverage their knowledge and skills as a humanities major in their careers.

Thursday, October 11th | UCLA Career Center | 4:00 pm - 5:30 pm

SPEAKERS

Chelsea Grayson
UCLA '93, English
Consultant, Chelsea Grayson Consulting

Kyle Kearney
UCLA '16, English
Associate, Intrepid Investment Bankers

Ruth Pan
UCLA '01, English & Business Economics
Vice President, Goldman Sachs

Jake Rosen
UCLA '16, English
Sales Planner, Hulu

Flora Shi
UCLA '17, Communications w/ Specialization in Computing
Business Associate, Visa Inc.